**Synonyms**

Copy the sentences below into your books. Use a thesaurus (and your own knowledge!) to find three alternative words (synonyms) for the underlined word/s in each sentence. N.B. There may be more than one underlined word in a sentence. Set it out like this:

The forest was **scary**.

In your books write: The forest was frightening/terrifying/petrifying.

1.) The **fat** man was trying to lose weight.

2.) She was **worried** that she would not be invited to the party.

3.) Fiona **walked** to the park to meet her friends.

4.) Peter **said**, “No! I **hate** Brussels sprouts! I am not going to eat them!”

5.) Shelley thought how **nice** her birthday cake was as she **ate** it with her family.

6.) Jessica told her **friends** how **good** the Black Hole at Alton Towers was.

7.) I was **surprised** when I won first prize at the raffle.

8.) Toby’s Grandma was **very** **pleased** with her birthday present.

9.) The **large** bulldozer held up all the traffic.

10.) The school **trip** promised to be an **exciting** one.